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It will only happen once
If you are looking for a one of a kind gown for your special day - a gown that will
have a perfect fit and an immaculate finish - then look no further.
I will be with you every step of the way. Your gown will be custom from top to toe
and made from the finest fabrics of your choosing.
Not only will we finish the journey with a matchless gown for your special day,
but you will also go through the experience of being involved in every part
of its evolution.
I am a young, solo designer and I have studied fashion and bridal couture for more
than ten years. I love what I do and I do what I love. My passion is visibly
transferred to each dress that I hand make. I only take on three or four wedding
gowns a year to ensure my full attention to each piece.
You will be my focus and have the full attention you deserve during such a special
time in your life.

“After all, there is something about a wedding gown,
prettier than any other gown in the world.”
Douglas William Jerrold

the perfect gown for the perfect day
the process
We will begin with a one on one meeting to discuss all the wonderful ideas that
are fighting to form a picture inside your head. I know it can be difficult and
confusing trying to put together the gown of your dreams in your mind.
There is no need to worry. It is my job to put piece together the puzzle.
This is when you will bring along any pictures you have gathered so far and let me
know of the style details of your wedding. With your guidance and my expertise, we
will then be able to begin putting it all together.
Your gown will be created with huge attention to detail under your direct
guidance. From fabric shopping to fittings I will be with you to make sure every
inch of your dress hugs, fits and flows in all the right ways.
Sketches of different designs and mood boards are created to refine your design
and get closer to the final plan for your gown.

the design
Sketches of different designs and mood boards are created to refine your design
and get closer to the final plan for your gown.
If you are not totally sure on your lace and fabric selection I would be happy to
take you with me to visit my fabric suppliers, where you can browse
the latest options.

typical schedule
First corset fitting followed by a toile of your gown
essentially an early version of your finished garment so that we can test the
design and work on perfecting it.
Torsolette Fitting
We will then refine the corset fitting with the torsolette
Lace Placement Fitting
A fun design fitting including the lace design, neckline, back and skirt placement.
Styling Fitting
Your gown will now be looking like your gown as we get closer and closer to the
end. An exciting time to try shoes, flowers, veil and everything
else we can think of.
Final Fitting
We will begin to finalise everything and complete the gowns buttons and hem a
week or two before your wedding.

the perfect gown for the perfect day
What we offer
Dress Design
We specialise in original custom design. We walk you through the design process,
through sketches and fabric samples to plan your perfect gown. We are ideal for
the bride who can not find the perfect gown in shops, want to incorporate many
dress designs in one, or has a gown that exists only in their dreams.
Couture Dressmaking
we have the ability to make any design a reality from corsetry to hand lace work.
Fabric
We take you along to our favourite fabric suppliers so you have an endless
choice of the very best fabrics from around the world.
Colour Specialist
You are probably quickly realising that wedding dresses don’t just come in white.
We can help you choose that perfect tone of silk for your gown.
We can even hand-dye fabric to make it just right.
Veils
We can design and make the perfect veil to compliment your gown.
Headpieces and Combs
we can intricately make combs with lace designs matching your gown.
Bustles
all gowns are made to bustle up so your train disappears and you can dance the
night away.
Please note, we can also design dresses for bridesmaids, mothers
and even flowers girls

“Nothing makes a woman more beautiful
than the belief she is beautiful.”
Sophia Loren
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